
 

 

 a 5th Edition D&D campaign 

 

Session #2 

Berthunder’s Warehouse 

 



Last Session… 

 

he heroes Hadrian the paladin, Brey the elf and Serena the air genasi 

sorceress have all newly arrived in the town of Red Larch while 

delivering a shipment of ore from Gundren Rockseeker in Phandalin.  

Soon after they arrived the party discovered that all is not well in Red Larch. 

 
 

There have been some mysterious disappearances, including two little blond 

girls, strange weather rumbling in the distance, and shadowy figures lurking 

about at night.  Sir Rel of the Allfaiths Shrine and Leelya of the Emerald 

Enclave (who is the proprietor of the Bathhouse) have expressed their concerns 

to the party.    Determined to get a better idea of Red Larch’s troubles, the 

three heroes began their own investigation.  People were questioned and clues 

were gathered, and ultimately they learned that unsavory types had been seen 

entering and leaving Berthunder’s warehouse in the wee hours of the morning.   

 

Having little else to go on, they decide to let Brey the elf reconnaissance the 

T 



area that night while Serena and Hadrian wait for a report.  Hadrian had 

already bumped heads with Bert and confronted him brusquely, so he doesn’t 

want to be spotted again so soon.  Serena already has a flautist gig at the Helm 

Held High tavern, from 8pm to midnight, so she’s eager to impress the locals 

with her instrumental talent and saucy genii outfit.  

 

 



 

 

So Brey hides across the street from the warehouse just to observe it, pulling a 

thin cloak around him against the night chill and settles down for a long wait.   

 

Serena decides to chat up the halfing Thistlehair again, the one who 

intervened when Serena slapped the bartender Garlen earlier for asking if she’d 

be playing the flute naked.  He was mostly joking but she did not take kindly to 

it anyway.  

 

Thistlehair is a little drunk and immediately flirtatious with Serena, she can 

tell the plump little man likes her, and she asks if they can speak privately.  

Getting the wrong idea, he vigorously shoves a halfling drinking companion out 

of a chair and invites Serena to sit there.  

 

“But of course, my sweet!  What do you want to talk about?”   



 

 

Serena immediately says that she heard that Thistlehair has been talking 

about strange late night activity at the warehouse where he works, and the 

halfling’s expression darkens. This is NOT the kind of conversation he was 

expecting.  

 

“Who told you that!?  Be quiet!  Are you trying to get me fired, girl?”   

 

Serena does not reveal her source (Leelya) and is able to get Thistlehair to calm 

down.  She’s not going to tell anyone else, she’s just trying to get to the bottom 

of a mystery.  Thistle confirms what she already knows – Bert and others, 

usually wearing hooded cloaks, come and go at odd hours of the night; he’s 

seen them when he’s wandering home late from the tavern.   He just finds it 

strange, and he has a strange feeling about Bert anyway, but maybe that’s 

related to unfair wages and little people prejudice.  

 



Jax, the older brother to the missing blond sisters, has 

also seen strange folks about town and commented that 

they’ve been loitering in the vicinity of the warehouses.   

Jax has instructions to find Hadrian at the Inn or the 

Allfaith’s Shrine if one of these suspicious characters 

shows up.  

 

So Serena finally changes into the genii costume and 

begins her flautist routine of silk and sin, and she’s 

actually quite an accomplished performer and soon has 

the tavern patrons cheering and clapping.  

 

In fact, during a break two hours into the performance, 

she is approached by a smiling member of the audience 

who introduces himself as Selko.  

 

 

“Excellent, my dear!  You are truly masterful 

with the flute!  My name is Selko, and I’m 

passing through Red Larch with my troupe, 

the Windwyrds.  We’re on our way east to 

Feathergale Spire where some Waterdhavian 

nobles -- the Feathergale Knights – reside at 

their club and have paid for our services.  For 

their own reasons, they only like WIND 

instruments, haha, but fine, it works out well 

for the Windwyrds!  I’d like to ask you to join 

us.  We could certainly use a talent such as 

yours.  But no rush or pressure, I realize that 

you do not know me or have any reason to 

trust me.  We will be leaving on the morrow or 

the day after.  Think about the offer.  You can 

find me at the Swinging Sword inn.”  

 

 

Well, Serena isn’t sure what to think about that, although she’s somewhat 

flattered.  She tells Selko she’ll consider it.  

MEANWHILE, Hadrian eventually returns to the Allfaiths Shrine and chats 

with Sir Rel and Lady Ghaele, the former who is still hoping to get Hadrian to 



join the Order of the Gauntlet as a new recruit. 

 

And Brey the elf keeping a lookout over the empty warehouses doesn’t see 

much going on.  He hears distant music and lively voices and night lanterns 

burn and flicker in the cool breeze, but it is otherwise a normal spring night in 

a small town.   

 

But then around midnight he sees someone in a cloak and hood surreptitiously 

slip between the buildings.  

 

Brey jumps up and crosses the street and peeks down the alley between the 

buildings.  A human-sized man glances his direction and then unlocks a door 

and slips inside.   Brey moves up and presses an ear to the door. 

 

“Were you followed?” someone says. 

 

“No…”     WRONG. 

 

The voices fade and move away.  Brey waits about sixty seconds and then picks 

the lock and enters.  

 

The warehouse is completely dark save a single dim light in the far northeast 

corner. Crates and boxes and tarps and nets and chains and pulleys cram the 

floorspace and ceiling, the place is a maze of clutter and he quietly weaves 

among the jumbled debris.  

 

He hears a clanking sound from the same direction and moves toward it, and 

then scales a ladder for a better vantage point, his keen darkvision picking out 

the details with ease. 



 

 

 
 



From the top of the crates he spies a giant whisky keg in the corner.  Then he 

hears another clang from that direction, but sees no one.  Curious, he climbs 

down another ladder and investigates closer, eventually finding that the keg 

spout can be turned and it opens a concealed door into the keg.  

 

 



There’s a single lantern burning at the back of the keg and a trapdoor is open 

with a ladder leading down into darkness.  He peeks and listens but hears 

nothing. Brey is starting to get into dangerous territory all alone, he doesn’t 

know what kind of people he’s dealing with, or why they’re here, and Brey is 

clearly trespassing.  On that principle alone they might not take kindly to it.  

 

 

 

Meanwhile, back at the tavern, Serena has collected her coins and tips and 

gone looking for the others.  She heads back to where they’d left Brey earlier 

that evening but the elf has left his post.  She is wary of strangers in the streets 

and around the warehouse, and before long she spots a lone, cloaked and 

hooded stranger quickly slip between the buildings.  She was hiding nearby but 

when she follows all she finds is an empty alley with a closed, locked door.  

 

Inside, Brey hears a noise – the warehouse door has been open and shut.  He 

quickly leaps from the keg and clambers up the ladder and hides again.  

Another hooded man opens the secret keg door and closes it behind him.   

There are now at least 3 people in the warehouse besides Brey. 

 

 

So Serena is looking around outside and sees that there are windows higher 



up, so she clambers up a drain pipe and peeks in, but it’s very dark and she 

lacks darkvision (which becomes a problem later).  She lights a candle and 

waves it around and Brey actually spots it and decides it’s time to leave and get 

the others. 

 

They manage to reconvene outside and the paladin is summoned with a 

Message cantrip and they all huddle in the darkness outside the warehouse 

and consider their options.  

 

Well, it’s the only lead they have so far, and if these guys have anything to do 

with kidnapped little girls or stony-masked men in the rock quarry, now is the 

time to find out!   So back into the warehouse they go.  Serena has to light a 

candle but the others use darkvision.  They return to concealed whiskey keg 

and Brey shows them the trapdoor inside, and they don’t hear or see anything, 

so the elf clambers down first.  

There’s a pile of sand at the bottom with extinguished torches thrust into it.  A 

narrow passage winds into darkness.  Serena comes next but doesn’t light the 

candle, letting the elf guide her instead rather than risk alerting someone to 

their presence.   Hadrian is quite loud so he hangs back. 

 

About two hundred 

feet later the passage 

opens up into a larger 

natural cave with a 

sandy floor and only 

two other features: a 

stone door on one wall 

and an odd pile of 

rocks against another.   

Upon closer 

inspection, he sees 

that the pile of rocks is 

actually crushing a 

number of  

small dead birds.  

 

 

Very strange indeed.  He has no idea what this means.  



 

 



 

 

The paladin is still hanging back and 

covering their rear.  Brey checks the stone for 

traps and pulls in the iron ring, opening a 

well-oiled portal into a long passage with two 

flickering torches.  Beyond their radius is 

more darkness and two slightly ajar doors 

with dwarven engravings.  

 

Beyond the doors the passage has a strange 

look…the ceiling becomes a different texture 

in ten foot square tiles, ringed by a solid 

metal square.  

 

 



Brey inspects the ceiling, stretching up the sword tip to poke the material; it’s 

not rock, much softer, but he doesn’t have the leverage to shove the blade very 

deep.  He gets a torch and holds it up and tries to see if it burns… 

 

…and that’s when the ceiling collapses on top of him. 

 

There’s a rattle of chains behind the walls and a whistling squeal and then the 

fake plaster “ceiling” cracks over his head and breaks apart and he’s dazed and 

trapped inside a heavy iron cage.  

 

 

 

 

Brey and Serena heave and pull on the 500 pound iron cage and manage to lift 

it enough for Brey to wriggle out.  They flee back the way they came to recruit 

Hadrian the paladin to help them.  The trap made a LOT of noise; someone 

knows they’re here, and it doesn’t matter if the clunky paladin is banging 



around in metal armor at this point.   But then they hear gears and chains and 

the two wait in the doorway and see the cage rise back into the ceiling in jerky 

motions, and then someone slowly creeps down the passage, some ugly half orc 

with a club.  He inspects where Brey was trapped, then quickly runs back 

down the passage and they hear a door shut. 

 

 
 

 

Hadrian the paladin finally joins up with the group, it took a while to get there, 

but now they feel better, they got some backup and aren’t slinking around 

alone in the dark.   



 

 

 

Brey investigates the right open dwarf door and finds a hole in the floor at a 

deadend tunnel, what looks like a privy.  The left passage winds ahead 60 feet 

and turns a corner. But then the sorcerer Serena gets the clever idea of 

summoning the illusion of a running elf!   

It is sufficient to fool the half-orc, who must be 

operating the trap from behind the door.  Two 

more cages drop, trying to snare the illusory elf, 

but it trots happily – and utterly silently - 

through the bars, grinning like a loon, but 

Serena has it deliberately stop to be trapped. 

 

“GOTCHA STUPID ELF!” shouts the half-orc 

through a slot in the door. 

 

 

With the cage dropped again, Hadrian takes the 

time to jam a dagger into the mechanism so it can’t be easily raised up, thus 

blocking anyone from coming up behind them.  



 
 



The next room reeks of death before they even get to it. Three bodies are 

sprawled on the floor in a state of decay, several rats feasting upon the flesh.  

Upon the foreheads are scrawled a symbol that someone identifies as being 

“The Black Earth”, but can’t recall more details than that.  The bodies looked 

like they were dragged and dumped here through the north passage, and 

they’re not undead, just dead-dead, so the party creeps through to the next 

room. 

 

In the chamber here a stone floats weightlessly in the middle of the room.  This 

is odd and causes some distress, and getting closer to the stone just to move 

around it causes ones hair to rise, as if there was a field of anti-gravity.  Weird, 

but harmless.  

 

The next room at the end of a long hallway features a realistic looking dwarf 

made of stone surrounded by gravel, coins, some gems and a dagger on the 

floor.  The statue has been smashed apart and rebuilt with a wooden 

scaffolding around it.  There’s an inscription on the scaffolding: 

Petrified Ironstar dwarf found in  

Red Larch West Quarry in broken condition 

Two more doors exit this chamber, and the group still hasn’t seen the three 

men in cloaks who entered this underground complex.  They’ve got to be here 

somewhere.   

 

They hear whistling behind one door, and soft whimpering behind the other, 

like a child, and a gruff says, “Quiet, you!”  Hadrian jams the door to the 

whistler and Brey picks the lock to the whimpering, and then they BURST in! 

 

The ugly half orc is in here, not too surprised, he heard them coming but 

hoped the lock would prevent an intrusion.  Even stranger though is the young 

human boy trapped under deliberately placed rocks in the middle of the room 

at the base of a tall rock pylon.  On the far side of the rough-hewn chamber is 

a set of well-oiled chains that go through a hole in the ceiling, probably to 

operate the cage traps on the far side.  

 

“Hey!  You can’t be here!” yells the half-orc, and stumbles angrily toward them, 

club raised.  An icy bolt covers the orc in a patina of frost, and then Hadrian’s 

sword cuts it down.   He certainly was not a very fierce guard.  



 

 

 

Hadrian wipes the gore from his blade, and they see that the rocks trapping the 

young boy have an inscription upon them too:   “Displease Not the Delvers.” 

 



The boy, who is quite alive and fearfully 

watching the group is at the base of the pylon, 

well pinned by heavy rocks.  They don’t 

recognize him, and he’s definitely not a missing 

blond girl.  They have no idea who he is.  

 

And that’s where we had to stop.  

 

This session was actually very creepy, mostly 

due to the music playing in the background, 

the constant darkness and separation of the 

PCs, and the general weird vibe of the setting, 

which so far has brought up more questions 

than answers…. 

 

 


